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STATE AGENCY DECISION-MAKING PRACTICES:
EMPLOYEES VERSUS CONTRACTORS
PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT
MARCH 2013

To TheFiscal Committee OfThe General Court:

We conducted a performance audit of State agency practices used to determine whether to
contract-out or use State employees to provide services during State fiscal year 2012. The audit
addresses a recommendation made to you by the joint Legislative Performance Audit and

Oversight Committee. We conducted the audit in accordance with generally accepted
government auditing standards. Those standards require we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions.
The evidence we obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on
our audit objectives.
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Office Of Legislative Budget Assistant
March 2013
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
We were asked to examine if State agencies determined whether it was more cost-effective to
hire personnel or contract for services during State fiscal year (SFY) 2012. The State agencies
we examined usually did not determine whether it was more cost-effective to contract-out or
provide a service in-house using existing or new State employees. Instead, agencies often
reported their budgets set the number and type of employees available. This, in turn, drove
contracting because remaining service needs could only be met with contractors. Some agencies
did not analyze whether it would be more cost-effective to contract-out or perform a service inhouse. When analysis was undertaken, agency decision-making was usually informal or ad hoc,
and agencies inconsistently considered cost, effectiveness, and risk during these analyses. No
statewide law, rule, or policy required agencies conduct comparative analyses. No oversight
body consistently requested agencies to report on comparative analyses.
Some governments at the state, federal, and local levels regulate their agencies’ decision-making
processes when they choose between contracting-out or performing a service in-house with
public employees. Efficiency and effectiveness were often the focus of these efforts. These
processes often relied on structured competition to help produce cost savings and improve
service quality, regardless of whether a public or a private entity was selected. Formal plans
demonstrating the costs and benefits of proposed options were integral to these processes and
helped ensure alternatives were considered uniformly and transparently. We compared State
agency processes against these observed practices.
The 21 agencies we examined contractually obligated approximately $3.5 billion in SFY 2012
through 986 multi-year service contracts. In SFY 2012, these agencies were budgeted for
approximately $754 million in personnel-related expenditures. The vast majority of these
commitments were entered into without the benefit of a comparative analysis to determine which
was in the State’s best interest.
We recommend the Legislature consider defining inherently governmental functions and
commercial services, and provide guidance on when agencies must: 1) provide a service using
State employees, 2) provide a service using contractors, and 3) conduct analyses to determine
which method is in the State’s best interest. We also recommend the Legislature consider to what
extent it may wish to structure State agency decision-making processes when agency managers
are required to consider whether to contract-out or provide a service using State employees. The
Legislature might simply require comparisons be completed, or provide more guidance,
specifying how analyses are to be completed, what analyses must include, and what oversight of
decisions is required. Changes to State budget law may provide a suitable means to provide this
guidance, and there may also be a need to provide a way for agencies to submit changes resulting
from comparative analysis to their budget outside the normal budget cycle.
This audit did not focus on individual contracts or contracting at any one agency. We requested a
response to the audit from the Department of Administrative Services in its capacity as the
conduit for service contracting in the Executive Branch.
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AGENCY DECISION-MAKING
Background
State agencies provide a wide variety of services directly using State employees and indirectly
through contractors. Services can be internal to an agency (e.g., database administration or
consulting) or external (e.g., provided to the public, such as road paving or search-and-rescue).
No single source of data enumerates all State service contracts and contract expenditures. Based
on our review of Governor and Council (G&C) minutes for SFY 2012, the 21 State agencies we
selected for review entered into or modified 986 service contracts or similar agreements valued
at over $3.5 billion. The periods these contracts covered varied and we were unable to quantify
each contract’s value for SFY 2012 alone. The multi-year contract values we could identify
ranged from $2,525 (or less than one percent of the total value of contracts entered into during
SFY 2012, for siding repair services) to over $2.2 billion (or nearly 64 percent of the total value
of contracts entered into during SFY 2012, for Medicaid managed care services). During SFY
2012, these same agencies were budgeted for over $754 million in personnel-related costs.
Statutory, Regulatory, And Procedural Controls
No generally applicable law, rule, or policy exists mandating State agencies systematically
conduct cost-benefit or similar analyses when deciding whether to provide a service by
contracting-out or by using State employees. Agencies are not required to demonstrate which
alternative is in the State’s best interest, even though properly implemented comparative
analyses can help: 1) structure and inform decision-making and 2) ensure efficient utilization of
limited resources. Further, no law, rule, or policy establishes any service as inherently
governmental (i.e., not subject to contracting-out), although some agencies are required by
agency-specific or biennial budget laws to either contract-out for certain services or utilize State
employees to directly provide other services. For example RSA 284:20-g, I, provides the Racing
and Charitable Gaming Commission “shall contract with a qualified laboratory to provide
laboratory testing services…”, RSA 328-A:3, XI, states the Physical Therapy Governing Board
“shall…[e]nter into contracts for services necessary for adequate enforcement of this chapter,”
and RSA 604-B:4 provides the State “shall contract with any organization or groups of lawyers
approved by the board of governors of the New Hampshire Bar Association to operate the public
defender program….” Such legislative mandates eliminate the need for agencies to consider
cost-benefit analyses to determine whether employees or contractors are more cost-beneficial.
State “policy and objectives” include “[t]he organization of state government should assure
efficient, effective and responsive administration of the policies established by the legislature”
(RSA 21-G:3, III). Commissioners must adopt practices to improve efficiency (RSA 21-G:9,
II(e)) and may contract-out services “[w]henever it shall be more cost effective and efficient”
than using in-house staff (Chapter 469:61, Laws of 1983), providing broad permission to
contract-out. Statute also provides permission to the Governor, G&C, or their Department of
Administrative Services (DAS) designee to seek increased efficiency in State government (RSA
9:12). Nothing requires ongoing efficiency reviews, however.
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Generally, agency authority to contract, enter into agreements, and otherwise engage entities to
provide services is broadly distributed in State law. In only a few instances does State law
provide agencies an ‘either-or’ option allowing them to select between contracting-out or using
State employees to provide a service. For example, RSA 328-A:3, IV, states the Physical
Therapy Governing Board “shall…[e]mploy or contract with any entity for the purpose of
administering examinations authorized by this chapter,” and RSAs 135-C:3 and 126-A:5, II,
provide the Department of Health and Human Services Commissioner may “directly operate and
administer any program or facility” providing client services or may enter into a “contract…for
the operation and administration of any such program or facility....” These options only provide
permission. We only identified one statute requiring a decision be made in the best interest of the
State, and that was only if keeping service provision in-house was in the State’s best interest
(RSA 21-I:80, II). The few mandates which require State agencies to contract for services
include specific services and types of services over set dollar thresholds. General oversight and
approval of the “expenditure of any moneys” by agencies is vested in the G&C “under such
general regulations as the governor and council may prescribe…for the purpose of securing the
prudent and economical expenditures of the moneys appropriated.” (RSA 4:15) To effect control,
the DAS publishes a Manual of Procedure (MoP) detailing G&C requirements applicable to most
agencies.
Many agencies are required by statute to hire classified and unclassified State employees, such as
commissioners and directors under RSA 21-G:8. Other statutes permit or require agencies to
employ various staff to accomplish agency goals without mandating whether they be State
employees (classified or unclassified) or contractors. G&C involvement is stipulated in statute in
several instances and the MoP also establishes procedural controls over seeking new State
employees, while DAS administrative rules regulate the classified personnel system.
Other Jurisdictions’ Practices
We reviewed the practices other governments at the state, federal, and local levels which
regulated the decision to out-source a service or perform it in-house. Many did so with the goal
of improving efficiency and effectiveness. Some jurisdictions established functions as inherently
governmental or commercial (i.e., subject to a competitive sourcing process and contracting).
This distinction established what services agencies cannot, may, or must contract out. Inherently
governmental functions might include: 1) the exercise of discretion in applying authority or
making value judgments; 2) binding a government to take or not take an action; and 3)
significantly affecting the life, liberty, or property interests of private persons.
Policy established when and how agencies in other jurisdictions decided to use contractors or
employees to provide services. Some jurisdictions found out-sourcing and personnel policies
should be complementary. Contracting was only one method to improve efficiency;
reengineering and streamlining were considered when the service was provided in-house or by
contract. Competition between public and private entities was also considered and was found to
underpin efficiency and continuous improvement. Some jurisdictions found competition could
produce cost savings and improve service quality, regardless of whether a public or a private
entity was selected. Decisions based only on cost did not necessarily deliver the best results,
although cost was always a factor in decision-making.
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Some jurisdictions required formal plans when agencies considered whether to contract-out or
provide a service using employees. These plans demonstrated the costs and benefits of proposed
options. Some jurisdictions set dollar thresholds below which analyses were not required to
avoid expending time and effort on a process which could outweigh any potential savings. For
services with a value exceeding the threshold, calculating the full cost of in-house and contracted
services was necessary. Factors of full cost included all direct (e.g., salary, benefits, supplies,
travel, and rent) and applicable indirect (e.g., overhead, contract administration, depreciation,
and tax implications) costs, whether they were qualitative or quantitative. Benefits were also
qualitative and quantitative, and included improved efficiency, effectiveness, timeliness,
reliability, and security. Additionally, analyses considered risk, public and political sensitivity,
and legal issues.
Formal processes helped ensure alternatives were considered; permitted external review of each
course of action; informed decision-making; helped avoid poor decisions, incomplete planning,
and bias; and avoided doing business intuitively. Formal processes also fostered
comprehensiveness, transparency, and consistency within and among decisions. Such processes
permitted a determination as to which course of action was in a jurisdiction’s best interest. Some
jurisdictions formed bodies to oversee and facilitate this analytical process, and required regular
re-analysis of decisions. Some also included a training and education component in their system.
Prior Audits
Prior LBA performance audits examined contracting processes generally or contracting
processes at specific agencies. In our 2009 Service Contracting performance audit report, we
concluded State service contracting was decentralized and lacked oversight, standardization, and
an overarching statute, thereby compromising management control, efficiency, and effectiveness.
We recommended the establishment of a single procurement statute which would include a
requirement that agencies justify contract need based on service type or contract value. While
some legislative and agency-level changes have been made, contracting laws, rules, and policies
have not fundamentally changed since 2009, and weaknesses remain.
Further, in 2009 we found:
•
•
•
•
•

no statewide requirement for agencies to justify a service contract’s need in writing
or to conduct a cost-benefit analysis;
practices for identifying contract need before starting the contracting process were
inadequate;
agency decisions could be based on agency best interest, not the best interest of the
State;
consistent, centralized guidance was lacking, as were templates and forms for agency
use and training for agency staff; and
written justification or cost-benefit analyses for specific procurements, such as
privatizing State services or procurements above certain dollar thresholds, were
needed.
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We also found cost-benefit analyses and lifecycle cost analyses could assist agencies in
determining whether a commercial procurement would be efficient and effective for service
delivery. However, agency personnel involved in service contracting reported infrequently
performing cost-benefit analysis and instead reported the decision to contract was based on the
availability of in-house staff expertise.
Observation No. 1
Systematically Conduct Analyses To Decide When To Contract-out Or Use State Employees
To Provide A Service
During SFY 2012, analyses were not systematically conducted when agencies decided to
contract-out or use State employees to provide a service in-house. We asked 21 State agencies to
describe the processes they used to decide whether to contract-out or perform a service in-house,
using new or existing State employees. Nineteen agencies (90 percent) reported contracting for
services, nine agencies (43 percent) reported conducting analyses which resulted in keeping
some services in-house, and 12 agencies (57 percent) reported they considered moving 43
contracted services in-house. Fourteen of 19 (74 percent) reported doing formal or informal
analysis to determine whether it would be better to contract-out or perform the service in-house,
but inconsistently considered cost, effectiveness, and risk during these analyses. Five of 19 (26
percent) reported conducting no analysis. Only one agency documented its decision-making
procedures, with a flowchart.
Although agencies lacked a formalized process, most were able to enumerate the factors they
might consider during decision-making, which are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1
Agency-reported Factors Affecting Decision-making
Factor

Agencies
Resource availability
14
Cost
13
Expertise availability
11
Scope
11
Time
10
Other (e.g., funding source, perceived risk, quality)
10
1
Note : Percentages are based on 19 agencies which provided responses.
Source: LBA analysis.

Percent1
74
68
58
58
53
53

We asked 17 agencies about the decisions that led to 105 contracts we subjectively sampled and
which were entered into or modified in SFY 2012. Of the 105 contracts, agencies reported
considering using State employees prior to deciding to contract in 12 instances (11 percent) and
using State employees was not an option due to external mandates in 27 instances (26 percent).
In the remaining 66 instances (63 percent) using employees was reportedly not considered. No
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agency provided documentation detailing the decision to either contract-out or provide the
service in-house for these 105 contracts. However, five agencies did provide eight examples of
written decision documentation for services outside the 105 contracts we asked about. Our
review demonstrated these five agencies inconsistently considered factors we identified being
commonly used by other states, municipalities, and the federal government. Some agencies
considered some of the same factors, however, none of the agencies considered all the factors.
Only one agency provided more than one example of a written cost-benefit analysis.
While nothing in law, rule, or policy prohibits agencies from undertaking deliberate cost-benefit
analyses, either within or outside the budget process, many agencies reported being constrained
by the budgets. Budgets established the number and expertise of personnel available, constituting
a sunk cost to always be used first, and the amount available for contracts, which could be used
to make up the difference between available staff capacity and actual service needs. They also
noted approval authorities were at times reluctant to approve significant changes outside of the
budget process. The statutory structure around the budget process supports the maintenance of
the status quo through incremental budgeting, which inherently incorporates past budget
decisions into future base assumptions. As a result of the processes in place, agencies reported
analysis to determine whether in-house or contracted service provision was more cost-effective
was deemed unnecessary. Overall, 17 agencies reported several factors which they believed
obviated the need to conduct analysis, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

lack of in-house expertise (16 agencies or 94 percent),
agency budgets (12 agencies or 71 percent),
lack of enough in-house staff (11 agencies or 65 percent),
federal requirements (eight agencies or 47 percent),
the proprietary nature of a service (three agencies or 18 percent),
other State requirements (three agencies or 18 percent)
elected officials influencing a course of action (three agencies or 18 percent),
lack of specialized equipment (three agencies or 18 percent), and
the service was typically provided by the private sector (two agencies or 12 percent).

Most agencies reported a belief that their practices were adequate to protect the State’s interests.
Agencies also stated oversight bodies, such as the G&C or legislative oversight committees,
rarely if ever, required an analysis of whether a service should be provided by a contractor or by
State employees prior to approval of a contract, new position, or reclassification. However, the
lack of systematic controls or oversight over agencies’ decisions to either provide a service using
State employees or contract-out led to ad hoc decision-making disconnected from efficiencyrelated concepts in statute. This created the potential for inefficiency.
Recommendations:
We recommend the Legislature consider defining inherently governmental functions (those
which must be performed by State employees) and commercial services (those suitable for
private sector contracting) and consider providing guidance on when agencies must:
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•
•
•

provide a service using State employees,
provide a service using contractors, and
conduct analyses to determine which method is in the State’s best interest.

We also recommend the Legislature consider to what extent it might wish to structure State
agency decision-making processes when agency managers are required to consider whether
to contract-out or provide a service using State employees. The Legislature might require
comparisons be completed without detailing the methods by which comparisons are to be
accomplished. Alternatively, the Legislature might provide guidance on how analyses are
to be completed, what analyses must include, and what additional oversight of decisions
may be required.
Further, the Legislature may wish to consider incorporating any requirements and
guidelines into the budget statute and process. This may also require provisions to provide
agencies flexibility to seek changes to their budget resulting from cost-benefit analyses
conducted outside of the regular budget cycle.
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APPENDIX A
OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
Objectives And Scope
In July 2012, the Fiscal Committee of the General Court adopted a joint Legislative Performance
Audit and Oversight Committee (LPAOC) recommendation to conduct a performance audit of
State Executive Branch agency decisions during State fiscal year (SFY) 2012 to hire personnel
versus hire contractors to provide public services. We held an entrance conference with the
Department of Administrative Services (DAS) in September 2012. The LPAOC approved the
proposed scope statement at its October 2012 meeting, with the proviso some larger Department
of Transportation contracts be included in our detailed analysis. This performance audit was
designed to answer the question:
Did State agencies determine whether it was more cost-effective to hire personnel or
contract for services during SFY 2012?
The audit focused on services involving the use of individual skills, regardless of whether the
contracted entity was an individual, company, or corporation, such as physicians, plumbers,
lawyers, electricians, consultants, and janitors. We also included Department of Transportation
contracts such as highway maintenance and paving.
Methodology
To understand the practices State agencies utilized when deciding to contract for a service or
provide the service in-house using employees, we:
•

•
•

Selected 21 State agencies to examine, including the Banking Commission; New
Hampshire Employment Security; the Adjutant General’s Department; and the
Departments of Administrative Services, State, Education, Cultural Resources,
Resources and Economic Development, Environmental Services, Information
Technology, Health and Human Services, Insurance, Transportation, Revenue
Administration, Labor, Fish and Game, Safety, Corrections, Treasury, Justice, and
Agriculture, Markets, and Food. While these agencies constitute the majority of State
government, the sample was subjective. We excluded boards, councils, authorities,
other quasi-governmental entities, and most commissions.
Surveyed and received responses from each of the 21 selected State agencies using a
Web-based tool with questions focused on general agency practices. The detailed
survey results are contained in Appendix C.
Requested 11 agencies complete an e-mail questionnaire focused on detailed agency
practices. We requested agencies describe and document their decision-making
related to a judgmental sample of contracts which went before the Governor and
Council (G&C) during SFY 2012. We conducted follow-up via e-mail and telephone
to clarify agency practices. We reviewed agency documentation and responses to our
questionnaire.
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•

Conducted in-depth interviews with managers from six agencies which were the
agencies most frequently before the G&C requesting contract approvals during SFY
2012. We requested agencies describe and document their decision-making related to
a judgmental sample of contracts which went before the G&C during SFY 2012. We
conducted follow-up via e-mail and telephone to clarify agency practices. We met
with assistant commissioners, division directors, assistant directors, finance directors,
chief financial officers, administrators, supervisors, engineers, architects, geologists,
purchasing agents, and financial managers. We reviewed agency documentation and
responses to our questions.

To understand the system within which agencies undertook decision-making, we:
•
•
•
•

Reviewed SFY 2012 G&C meeting minutes for contracting events and requests for
approval of new, or the extension of temporary, State employees.
Reviewed over 140 applicable State laws, administrative rules, policies, and other
regulations.
Interviewed DAS officials and LBA Budget Division budget officers.
Reviewed prior LBA audits with findings related to service contracting, obtained
DAS management’s assertions on the status of several prior observations, and
obtained and reviewed documentation supporting the DAS’s resolution of findings.
The results of our review are contained in Appendix D.

To understand general practices governments in other jurisdictions follow when their agencies
decide between contracting-out or providing a service in-house, we:
•
•

•

Reviewed applicable laws, rules, policies, or practices of ten other states and two
municipal governments, and the federal government. The jurisdictions were
subjectively chosen for their utility in addressing our scope.
Reviewed related research or analysis from government, academia, and public policy
interest groups, including the National Council of State Legislatures, the U.S.
Government Accountability Office, the federal Office of Management and Budget,
the Council of State Governments, the National State Auditors’ Association, and the
Congressional Research Service.
Requested other state audit agencies provide any reports available on their states’
practices for deciding whether to contract-out a service or provide the service inhouse, receiving and reviewing reports from two states.

The audit period was SFY 2012. We conducted the audit from September 2012 through January
2013 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
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APPENDIX B
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES RESPONSE TO AUDIT
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APPENDIX C
SURVEY OF STATE AGENCY PRACTICES
We conducted a survey of a subjectively selected sample of State agencies to help identify which
agencies used formal, informal, or no decision-making processes to decide to contract for a
service or perform the service in-house using State employees Twenty-one entities received
surveys asking about the nature of their decision-making during SFY 2012. The survey had a 100
percent return rate.

1. During SFY 2012, did your agency have any service contracts in place?
Twenty-one agencies responded:
Yes
No

19
2

90%
10%

2. Why did your agency not have service contracts during SFY 2012?
Two agencies (10 percent) reported having no budget for service contracts.
3. For contracts in place during SFY 2012, did your agency conduct any analysis (formal or
informal) to determine whether it would be better to contract versus performing the
service in-house using State employees?
Twenty-one agencies responded:
Yes
No
N/A

14
5
2

67%
24%
10%

4. For contracts in place during SFY 2012, how often did your agency conduct a formal,
written analysis to determine whether it would be better to contract versus performing the
service in-house using State employees, considering:
A: Cost (e.g., comparison between in-house and contract costs)
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Twenty-one agencies responded:

All of the time
Most of the time
Infrequently
Never
N/A

2
1
7
4
7

Of 14 applicable:
14%
7%
50%
29%

B: Effectiveness of service (e.g., how well the service could meet agency needs)
Twenty-one agencies responded:

All of the time
Most of the time
Infrequently
Never
N/A

3
1
6
4
7

Of 14 applicable:
21%
7%
43%
29%

C: Risk (e.g., problems which may arise)
Twenty-one agencies responded:

All of the time
Most of the time
Infrequently
Never
N/A

1
2
6
4
7

Of 14 applicable:
7%
14%
43%
29%

D: Other (please specify below)
Five agencies provided other responses:
•
•
•
•
•

Written analyses are performed in connection with formal bid requests via
RFPs. All contracts put in place in SFY 12 were done only in cases where
knowledge/expertise was critical to agency's statutory mission.
Ability to perform with in-house resources.
Most of the contracts were to provide a specific function. To hire contractors is
always less that additional staff, no benefits.
Always perform an informal cost benefit analysis before determine to use
contractors.
Physical security and clearance issues; firewall concerns.
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5. For contracts in place in SFY 2012, how often did your agency conduct an informal
analysis to determine whether it would be better to contract versus performing the service
in-house using State employees, considering:
A: Cost (e.g., comparison between in-house and contract costs)
Twenty-one agencies responded:

All of the time
Most of the time
Infrequently
Never
N/A

7
3
3
1
7

Of 14 applicable:
50%
21%
21%
7%

B: Effectiveness of service (e.g., how well the service could meet agency needs)
Twenty-one agencies responded:

All of the time
Most of the time
Infrequently
Never
N/A

9
3
2
0
7

Of 14 applicable:
64%
21%
14%
0%

C: Risk (e.g., problems which may arise)
Twenty-one agencies responded:

All of the time
Most of the time
Infrequently
Never
N/A

8
4
2
0
7

Of 14 applicable:
57%
29%
14%
0%

D: Other (please specify below)
Six agencies provided other responses:
•

All the time. Inherent in the consideration of every service contract is the ability
to perform the service in-house due to internal controls, knowledge/expertise,
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Sufficiency in staffing levels, and whether the cost/time to perform the service inhouse is sufficiently outweighed by saving significant time/money to contract out.
All the time. Ability to perform with in-house resources.
Infrequently. As stated above most of the contracts were for specific services,
generally funds were received from another agency for us to provide specific
services or we did not have the expertise for the necessary service.
All the time. The most important aspects of in-house verses contractor deals with
skill sets needed to perform the job, required expertise to perform the work and
availability of staff time to perform the work.
All the time. An informal cost benefit analysis is done before determining the use
of contractors to perform a statutory or required function of the Department.
All the time. Physical security, clearance issues, applicability/allowabililty for
federal connectivity, and firewall concerns.

6. Has your agency ever done a cost-benefit analysis (formal or informal) to determine
whether it would be better to contract for a service or use in-house State employees
which resulted in keeping a service in-house?
Twenty-one agencies responded:
Yes
No

9
12

43%
57%

7. From SFY 2009 to SFY 2012, did your agency ever consider bringing a contracted
service in-house?
Twenty-one agencies responded:
Yes
No

12
9

57%
43%

8. Please list the contracted service(s) your agency considered moving in-house (regardless
of whether or not the services were ultimately moved in-house).
Twelve agencies listed 43 services they considered moving in-house.
9. Please provide any additional comments you may have related to the decision to contract
for a service versus performing the service in-house using State employees:
Twelve agencies provided additional comments:
•

The agency makes informed decisions to contract for services only in limited
instances where it lacks knowledge/expertise in the relevant arena needed, has
insufficient staffing levels to perform the service itself, or the cost/time to
perform the service in-house is sufficiently outweighed by saving known
significant time/money to contract out.
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•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

It is virtually impossible to hire new employees therefore contracting is
necessary.
Several factors other than cost are considered in weighing whether to utilize inhouse versus contractors; availability and skill level of in-house personnel,
critical nature of work and time line requirements, sensitive or confidential
nature of work requirements, risk assigned to the project to guarantee successful
completion of the tasks involved.
We are short staffed as it is and to bring services in-house would jeopardize the
programs as well as the regular work of staff.
The service contracts we have are goal specific, our staff do not have the time or
expertise to accomplish these.
Beyond cost, there is the consideration for timeliness of delivery and whether
State staff has the necessary skills and experience to deliver the desired product.
State budgets and policy provide disincentives for performing services in-house
versus contracting for such services. Bringing contracted services in-house
exposes the service to hiring freezes, if the services are not direct care. Thus
projects are at risk for failure if vacancies are not filled. Creating new State
positions to staff a transition from contract to in-house is prohibited outside the
biennial budget process. State salary scales are too low to attract and retain
professionals in certain fields requiring specialized skills such as medical
professionals, high level finance staff, and systems people.
Due to the technical and specialized nature of the services contracted for, we did
not perform any analysis as it was and is management's belief the professional
services provided through these contracts are specialized, critical to the State's
business, and not likely to be the training and background of State employees.
We considered using contracts for some things we were going to undertake but
never did undertake them.
The contracts are predominately service contracts that were for the performance
of a specific function or expertise.
There have been several occasions in the past three years that we have found
that because of changes in regulation, we sometimes have to hire outside
consultants due to the tight deadlines on the project itself. At the same time we
would begin the process to train our current staff, or work with Personnel to
rewrite job descriptions on open positions to work toward hiring someone or
teaching our current staff to perform the new skill set that we have found we will
need going forward. Personnel changes sometimes take a while and most of the
projects that we hire outside consultants for must be completed with a few
month time frame. This two prong approach has been working fairly well for us
and has led to now having two individuals who can act as hearings officers in
house so we do not have to consistently hire outside contractors for these types of
administrative cases.
The cost of benefits in our State typically tips the scales over allotted dollar
amounts available for services and makes the decision easier to hiring a
contractor for those outside services. Personnel issues and dealing with problem
employees vs. contractors is also a large consideration.
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APPENDIX D
STATUS OF PRIOR AUDIT FINDINGS
The following is a summary of the status of observations applicable to this performance audit
found in our Service Contracting performance audit report from March 2009. In 2009, we did
not audit individual contracts or contracting at any one agency. While the recommendations in
many observations focused on the Department of Administrative Services (DAS) in its role as
the State’s central service provider, the audit examined the statewide service procurement
system. Most of our recommendations required significant legislative changes to provide the
DAS needed authority. The full extent of our recommendations could not have been
implemented immediately and improvements in management controls statewide could only be
realized in the long term following statutory changes. The resolution status of the 13
observations listed below reflect, in many instances, the limited number of statutory changes
made since 2009.
Status Key
  
Fully Resolved
0
  
Substantially Resolved
0
  
Partially Resolved
6
  
Unresolved
7
Service Contracting (March 2009)
No.

Title

Status

1.

Centralize Service Procurement







2.

Expand Multi-Agency Service Contracts







3.

Amend State Procurement Statutes







4.

Promulgate Service Contracting Administrative Rules Binding On
All State Agencies







5.

Revise Statewide Policy Documents And Guidance To Agencies







6.

Consolidate And Update Competitive Procurement Thresholds







7.

Implement Standard Language, Forms, Templates, And
Guidelines







11.

Use Information Technology To Improve Procurement Processes







14.

Provide Comprehensive Review And Oversight Of Individual
Contract Processing
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15.

Improve Statewide Oversight







16.

Seek Governor And Council Review And Approval For Service
Contracts On An Individual Basis







18.

Consistently Require Formal Justification Of Service Contract
Need







25.

Develop And Implement A Statewide Debarment Process







All performance audit reports, and financial audit reports issued in 1995 and later, may be
obtained online at our website http://www,gencourt.state.nh.us/LBA/audit.aspx. Copies of
financial audit reports issued before 1995 may be obtained from the Office of Legislative Budget
Assistant Audit Division, 107 North Main Street, State House, Room 102, Concord, NH 033014906.
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